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AirNav RadarBox Pro
£59.95

DESCRIPTION

Traffic Controllers see on their screens in Real-Time. Flight number, aircraft type, altitude,
heading, speed are all updated each second. Included is the award winning software interface
developed by the world's leader in flight tracking and monitoring solutions, AirNav Systems
Airnav Radarbox is equipped to be used in any location all over the world. 3D multi-window
maps with worldwide coverage. More than 200,000 geographic points included. Airports,
runways, VOR, NDB, FIX, cities, roads, airways, elevation data.
1. Connect the AirNav RadarBox to your computer using the USB cable provided
2. Install the software from the CD
3. Start tracking flights in real-time!!! (No delay in receiving air traffic data!)
Hardware
Real-time RadarMode-S and ADS-B Decoder
No need for an external power supply
Plug-and-play USB connection
Software
Track flights in real-time
Second by second updates on flight number, aircraft registration, altitude, speed, heading and
vertical speed
Real-time retreival of aircraft details including regisration, company, aircraft type
based on the award winning AirNav Systems 3D multi-window map interface
Easy PnP USB connection - no complex time consuming setup
ACARS Decoder interface
Real-time photos of all tracked aircraft
Realtime weather information
Export data and generate reports XML, text and PDF
Share screen shots or send logs automatically to your friends
MyLog feature:log all and share with your friends all the aircraft you recieve
Alert generation for specific aircraft or in-range flights
Radar player to review airspace recordings
Editable callsign database included: know the origin and destination of each flight
Maps
High definition worldwide map layer
Worldwide aviation data included (Airports, Runways, VOR, NDB, FIX, airways and ATV
boundaries)
More than 1 million map locations including detailed shore lines, country boundaries and cities
Quick locate feature
Worldwide elevation data
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